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ces (P¼.03), with shorter procedural times (P¼.013) Three of the inter-
mediate group achieved the proficiency level set by the expert group.
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We developed a new educational timetable to maintain an ethos of ed-

Conclusion: As virtual learning evolves following COVID-19, feedback
systems help guide evolution. Emoji-based feedback may provide the
key to prompt, accessible evaluation of VLE platforms.

804 Using Simulation as A Platform to Prepare for ENT
Emergencies in The COVID-19 Era

L. Li, M. Hopkins, N. Oliver, D.T. Du Wet, I. Hathorn, E. Mellanby
NHS Lothian, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Introduction: At the onset of COVID-19 crisis, our ENT department was
allocated five interim foundation (FiY1) doctors to help support the
clinical team at a time of extreme pressure within the NHS. An ENT
emergency simulation programme was-established in order to improve
the skills, knowledge and confidence of the new doctors, with the
course being subsequently incorporated into departmental induction
for the new first-on-call-ENT-doctors.
Method: Five FiY1 doctors attended a simulation study day, comprised
of a “skills and drills” workshop followed by two interactive scenarios.
An interactive SimMan3G-mannequin, technician utilizing a Mask-
EdTM, trained confederate nurse and a video flexible laryngoscope
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trainer were used to provide high-fidelity simulation. Participants rated
how prepared-they felt in managing the relevant condition before and
after on a Likert scale (1–strongly disagree, 5–strongly agree). The ses-
sion was repeated for the new nine first-on-call ENT doctors.
Results: Participants in the pilot session felt more prepared in manag-
ing both tracheostomy emergencies (1.2vs4.2)-and-epistaxis (2.0vs5.8).
Participants in the subsequent session also felt-more-prepared in man-
aging stridor (2.1vs4.6) -and-epistaxis-(3.1vs4.7). All-14-attendants
stated that they would recommend the session to others.
Conclusions: Despite-the-simulation-course-being-originally-estab-
lished-to help support newly qualified-FiY1 doctors during COVID-19,
the success of the programme has resulted in its formal incorporation-
into departmental ENT induction.

cacy of long duration courses on skill acquisition. The novice group un-
dertook a 5-week curriculum composed of lectures, demonstrations
and spaced timed-assessments involving 3 tasks: hoop placement,
stacking of sugar cubes and surgical cutting.
Results: Time taken for novice participants to complete a task individually
and collectively improved markedly from the first to the third attempt,
with an overall 44% reduction in time observed over the 5-weeks. We in-
vited back 6 novice participants and 6 core surgical trainees after 4-weeks
to complete the same tests. There was a further 18% time improvement in
the novice group, with 44% faster task completion.
Conclusions: Given the success of this study and other simulation
courses reported in the literature, we recommend more courses adopt
a spaced-out approach; and a simulation curriculum for surgical train-
ees to cultivate greater skill acquisition.
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